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After That NightAfter That Night
by Karin Slaughter
After surviving a brutal attack that changed
her life forever, an ER doctor battles to save
a young woman who was similarly attacked,
linking the crimes, in the 11th novel of the
series following The Silent Wife.

BridgeBridge
by Lauren Beukes
Estranged from her mother for believing in
the existence of a mythical object that
enables inter-dimensional travel, Bridget
discovers that very object among her
mother's belongings, in the new novel by
the author of The Shining Girls.

Code RedCode Red
by Kyle Mills (as Vince Flynn)
Mitch Rapp crosses into war-torn Syria at
the behest of a powerful crime lord to
determine who is manufacturing a highly
addictive narcotic in the latest addition to
the series following Oath of Loyalty.

The ExchangeThe Exchange
by John Grisham
In this explosive sequel to The Firm, Mitch, a
partner at the largest law firm in the world,
is asked for a favor by a mentor in Rome
that plunges him into a sinister plot that has
global implications and once against places
everyone he holds dear in danger.

HomecomingHomecoming
by Kate Morton
A laid-off London journalist returns home to
Sydney where she discovers a link between
her family and an infamous 1959 crime, in
the new novel from the best-selling author
of The Clockmaker's Daughter.

All the Sinners BleedAll the Sinners Bleed
by S. A. Cosby
Former FBI agent Titus Crown returns to his
hometown and decides to run for sheriff to
fight a bigoted police force and must trust
his instincts when a serial killer appears to
be hiding in plain sight.

Bright Young WomenBright Young Women
by Jessica Knoll
When two women vanish without a trace in
1978, Tina Cannon believes they are targets
of the All-American Sex Killer. Learning
about the massacre at a Florida State
University sorority, she heads to the
Sunshine State where she is on a collision
course with one last impending tragedy.

The EdgeThe Edge
by David Baldacci
Sent to a small coastal town in Maine to
solve the murder of a CIA operative who was
in possession of countless state secrets, ex-
Army ranger Travis Devine, with no one to
trust, must unravel a long history of secrets
while evading those who want him dead.

The Girl in the Eagle's TalonsThe Girl in the Eagle's Talons
by Karin Smirnoff
Named guardian to her niece, whose
mother has disappeared, Lisbeth Salander,
while keeping the gifted teenager safe,
comes to Mikael Blomkvist's aid when
rumors about his daughter's fiancée lead to
violence, plunging them both into a world of
conspiracy and betrayal.

I Will Find YouI Will Find You
by Harlan Coben
Receiving evidence that his son might still
be alive, an innocent father convicted of
murdering his own child breaks out of
prison to uncover the truth, in the new
novel by the author of The Stranger.
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The Last OneThe Last One
by Will Dean
When Caz wakes up completely alone on a
cruise with no other passengers, including
her boyfriend, to be found, and the ship
steaming into the mid-Atlantic, she must
solve this terrifying mystery before she ends
up in a watery grave.

None of This is TrueNone of This is True
by Lisa Jewell
Popular podcaster Alix Summer becomes
the subject of her own podcast after a
woman named Josie Fair comes into her life
and then disappears, leaving behind a
terrible and terrifying legacy that puts her
life and her family's lives in mortal danger.

Only the DeadOnly the Dead
by Jack Carr
On a mission, as a secret cabal of global
elites prepare to assume control of the
U.S., former Navy SEAL James Reece picks
up his tomahawk and sniper rifle, showing
his enemies that no one is out of range as he
blows a global conspiracy wide open.

Rogue JusticeRogue Justice
by Stacey Abrams
Asked by a fellow law clerk to look into his
boss's death, Supreme Court clerk Avery
Keene, after another shocking murder, is led
to a list of names – all judges on the FISA
Court – and must race the clock to stop an
unprecedented national crisis.

The Spy CoastThe Spy Coast
by Tess Gerritsen
When a body turns up in her driveway,
former spy Maggie Bird, forced into
retirement after a mission went tragically
wrong, turns to her “Martini Club” of former
spies to help her uncover the truth about
who is trying to kill her, and why.

Never NeverNever Never
by Colleen Hoover and Tarryn Fisher
Charlie Wynwood and Silas Nash have been
best friends since they could walk. They've
been in love since the age of fourteen. But
as of this morning... they are complete
strangers. Their first kiss, their first fight, the
moment they fell in love - every memory
has vanished.

The Only One LeftThe Only One Left
by Riley Sager
In 1983, home-health aide Kit McDeere
arrives to care for Lenora Hope, helping her
write about the events leading up to her
family's massacre in 1929, and soon
discovers this harmless woman could be far
more dangerous than she first thought.

Resurrection WalkResurrection Walk
by Michael Connelly
With the help of his half-brother, retired
LAPD Detective Harry Bosch, defense
attorney Mickey Haller sets out to prove the
innocence of a woman accused of killing her
husband, putting them in the crosshairs of a
killer who doesn't want the case reopened.

The Running GraveThe Running Grave
by Robert Galbraith
Private Detective Cormoran Strike is
contacted by a worried father whose son,
Will, has gone to join a religious cult. The
Universal Humanitarian Church is, on the
surface, a peaceable organization. Yet
beneath the surface, there are sinister
undertones and unexplained deaths.

23 1/2 Lies23 1/2 Lies
by James Patterson
The best-selling author presents three
thrilling novellas, including one about an
ex-Texas-Ranger and a starving artist who
agree to expose a client's cheating wife, in
the latest addition to the long-running
series following 23rd Midnight.
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